‘Elepaio Ornament
CREATE A FUN ORNAMENT FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

Instructions:
1. Cut out all four pieces along solid color edge.
2. Punch a hole through the white dot on the long strip of the head piece and attach a loop to hang ornament. Secure with knot.
3. Fold the beak in half on dotted line and bend the white triangle tabs away from colored side. Glue beak to the white triangle on the head piece.
4. Fold the two half circles on head piece along dotted lines, fold away from printed side of paper.
5. Fold the white tab at the end of the long strip (on the head piece) away from printed side then curve the long strip around the curved section of head piece and secure to the tan rectangle with tape.
6. Fold the wing pieces along dotted lines away from printed side. Glue head piece to body by matching tan rectangles. Match up white arrows to ensure the head is facing the correct direction.
7. Tape the tail to the underneath of the body at tail-end of bird.